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ABSTRACT
Analysing pooled DNA on microarrays is an efficient
way to genotype hundreds of individuals for thousands of markers for genome-wide association.
Although direct comparison of case and control fluorescence scores is possible, correction for differential
hybridization of alleles is important, particularly
for rare single nucleotide polymorphisms. Such
correction relies on heterozygous fluorescence
scores and requires the genotyping of hundreds of
individuals to obtain sufficient estimates of the
correction factor, completely negating any benefit
gained by pooling samples. We explore the effect of
differential hybridization on test statistics and provide
a solution to this problem in the form of a central
resource for the accumulation of heterozygous fluorescence scores, allowing accurate allele frequency
estimation at no extra cost.

INTRODUCTION
DNA pooling is a well established method for reducing the cost
and effort of large scale association studies (1–5). Samples
from large numbers of individuals are pooled together before
genotyping, thus reducing the workload from hundreds of
samples per marker to a few per marker. Technologies also
now exist to reduce the workload generated by large marker
numbers to a single step (6–8). This means that a combination
of the approaches could reduce thousands of genotypings of

hundreds of individuals to a few tests. We have previously
shown that one such method using Affymetrix GeneChips1 to
analyse DNA pools with a case-control design is feasible (6).
This allows single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to be
prioritized for individual genotyping by comparison of the
fluorescence signal for an SNP from one pool with that
from another.
A potential problem with this strategy is the differential
hybridization of alleles, analogous to the differential amplification observed with more traditional methods of genotyping
or sequencing (7). Equal allele doses do not correspond to
equal fluorescence signals because of differences in chemistry
and equipment response to fluorophores (2,9), so direct estimation of allele frequency is inaccurate. A solution is to use
individuals heterozygous at an SNP to calibrate an observed
fluorescence (2). This works because a heterozygote can be
regarded as an exact 50:50 pool of each allele, allowing
mathematical correction for differential hybridization and
therefore accurate allele frequency estimation from pooled
DNA (k-correction)(2,6). The only value required to enable
allele frequency estimation from pools typed on DNA
microarrays is the fluorescence score in a heterozygote.
In order to reduce the standard error of the estimate of this
calibration factor, data from several individuals heterozygous
for a marker are needed (2). This is a significant problem for
SNPs with low minor allele frequencies, as it means hundreds
of individuals must be genotyped to be sure of having
sufficient heterozygotes, negating the benefits of DNA pooling. We have examined the effect of differential hybridization
on test statistics and report here a simple, free solution to this
problem in the form of a website for accumulated heterozygote
fluorescence scores.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Statistical modelling
To investigate the need for a central resource of k-correction
values, we modelled the effect of differential amplification or
hybridization on a modified c2-test statistic that takes into
account the measurement error:
z2 ¼

ðp^1  p^2 Þ2
ðp^1 ^
p 2 Þ2
¼
‚
V1 þ V2
pð1
p Þð1=2n1 þ 1=2n2 Þ þ 2e2

Genotyping
Previous studies on other platforms (1,11–15) have suggested
that several heterozygous values are needed for reliable allele
frequency estimation from fluorescence scores. In order
to explore this for the Affymetrix platform, we made three
replicate pools using DNA from 100 individuals who had been
previously genotyped individually for 104 SNPs. Each pool
was genotyped in triplicate using Affymetrix 10K GeneChips1
making a total of nine estimates for each SNP fluorescence
score. Thirty-three other individuals were also genotyped using
Affymetrix 10K GeneChips1 . Data was obtained for 28 individuals genotyped by two other laboratories, six from one and
twenty-two from the other, allowing comparison of correction using laboratory specific data, foreign data only, or all
available data.
Website
A COM server constructed in Microsoft Visual Foxpro (VFP)
was designed to manage and query a relational database containing data from DNA microarray analysis software. Visitors
upload the output from chips used for individual genotyping,
or download average heterozygote fluorescence scores as a
tab-delimited text file, allowing the conversion of fluorescence
scores from pooled DNA into allele frequency estimates.
Uploaded data undergoes a series of checks. A simple
checksum is computed by summing the bytes or words of
the data block ignoring overflow. This ensures that the file
has not been uploaded before. Even minor modifications will
change the checksum value, but if the data pass the first check
it is imported into a temporary table and random records tested
with their own individual checksums. This ensures that slightly
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modified files which have previously been uploaded are
identified and discarded. If both checks are passed, the
data are examined to determine whether it is output from
the 10K or 100K chip so that it can be merged with the
appropriate data set.
For each SNP, the heterozygote fluorescence score and variance is recalculated by a series of SQL queries using the new
data, so that with each upload the estimate gradually converges
to the ‘true’ population value.

RESULTS
Deriving allele frequency estimates from
DNA microarrays
The original formula for k-correction was derived for correction of differential amplification using the ratio of independent
readings for A and B alleles (2,6,11–14,16,17). In contrast,
DNA microarray output is distorted by differential hybridization and for example, Affymetrix GeneChip1 output data
consists of two ‘relative allele scores’, RAS1 and RAS2, which
are different measures of the same allele. Nevertheless, the
k-correction formula still applies. The fluorescence score can
be modelled as a value equal to the A allele frequency, scaled
by some unknown factor x. For a heterozygous individual,
where h is RASav in a heterozygote, the proportions of A allele
( p) and B allele (q) are equal, so:
p
xh
¼
¼1
q 1h
For pooled data, denoting the equivalent unknown allele frequencies as a (A allele) and b (B allele), and observed fluorescence score as f, the ratio of unknown proportions of pooled
allele frequencies is:
a
xf
¼
¼R
b 1f
Dividing the pooled ratio by the heterozygote ratio gives us:
R¼

f ð 1  hÞ
hð 1  f Þ

Because a + b = 1 and a = bR, it follows that
bR þ b ¼ 1‚
and therefore that the corrected frequency of the B allele is
1
b¼
1þR
The only value required to enable data correction is therefore
h, the fluorescence score in a heterozygote. The ratio R is
related to k by k = Rh/(1  h) and the use of either formula
produces identical results.
Statistical modelling
There was considerable distortion of the test statistic in our
model (Figure 1). This was more marked the rarer the minor
allele and the greater the degree of differential amplification or
hybridization. Where there was no differential hybridization
(i.e. differential hybridization of 1), the test statistic was higher
when the difference between the allele frequencies of each
pool was greater, as expected. However, when the minor allele
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where p^ is the estimated allele frequency of A, p is the
expected allele frequency of A, n is the number of individuals
in the pool, V is the variance, e is an error term and subscripts
denote each pool. We estimated the error variance e to be
0.0002 per pool (10).
Case and control pools were modelled as containing 225
individuals each. Allele frequency in case pools was varied
with control allele frequencies set at 0.05 or 0.1 greater than
case allele frequency. Levels of differential hybridization (Dh)
were varied from 0.5 to 2 with p^ ¼ pDh . The test statistic was
calculated in 0.05 increments.
The probability of finding at least x heterozygotes of
frequency p in n samples was estimated using the tail
probability
of the binomial distribution, PðX > xÞ ¼
Pn
nx
x
. The expected number of genox ½n!=x!ðnxÞ!p ð1pÞ
typed individuals needed to find a specified number of
heterozygotes was calculated using the negative binomial
distribution, n ¼ x=p.
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Figure 2. Standard error of mean RASav for a random selection of SNPs showing that at least 20 estimates of RASav are needed for a standard error <0.01.

was over hybridized, results were extremely liberal making a
false positive call of association more likely. Conversely,
when the major allele was over hybridized, the statistic was
conservative. For example, with 225 individuals in each group,
for an allele frequency of 0.1 in the cases and 0.05 in the
controls, the P-value should be 0.048. The effect of differential
hybridization in the range we studied produced p-values of
between 0.228 and 0.003. With a 0.1 allele frequency difference between pools the effect was even more marked. For an
allele frequency of 0.2 in cases and 0.1 in controls, the P-value
should be 0.001. With differential hybridization the calculated
P-value ranged between 0.024 and 105.
Genotyping
The 33 individuals genotyped to generate heterozygous RASav
scores, were heterozygous for 9757 markers in at least 1 chip,
7787 in more than 6 chips and 4370 in more than 12 chips. The

standard error of the heterozygote RASav was <0.02 averaged
over 6 heterozygotes (Figure 2). With at least 20 heterozygotes, the standard error was <0.01. When the predicted allele
frequency was compared with the observed, even a small
number of heterozygotes contributing to k improved the allele
frequency estimate of pooled samples (Figure 3). Without
correction, the correlation coefficient r, between actual and
predicted allele frequency was 0.892 but k-correction with data
from 10 to 14 heterozygotes increased r to 0.987.
An assumption of this central resource is that accumulated
heterozygote RASav scores can correct pool data regardless of
the laboratories from which the correction values were
obtained. The worst case scenario is that the only heterozygote
RASav scores available are from foreign laboratories. Correcting our data using available heterozygote RASav scores
from our own laboratory only, the correlation coefficient r
was 0.984. Using foreign heterozygote RASav scores it was
still excellent but a little lower at 0.972. Using all available
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Figure 1. The effect of differential hybridization and allele frequency on the test statistic. The control pool allele frequency was 0.05 greater than the case pool allele
frequency shown on the x-axis.
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(a)

Figure 3. Correlation between real and predicted allele counts using data from 100 individually genotyped samples compared with allele frequency estimates from
pooled data. (a) No correction; (b) corrected with RASav data from 10 to 14 heterozygotes.

heterozygote data from any laboratory produced marginally
the best outcome, with r = 0.985.
Website
The website for collecting and distributing accumulated heterozygote fluorescence scores is at http://cogent.iop.kcl.ac.uk/
rcorrection.cogx. There is currently data for 61 individuals for
the Affymetrix 10K mapping chip v1.0. Data for the 100K
GeneChip1 will be available soon and we welcome data from
other platforms.
DISCUSSION
We have shown that distortion of test statistics by differential
hybridization is an important factor for those performing
association studies by DNA pooling using DNA microarrays.
This is particularly true for rare SNPs, and as real differences

between pools increase. Correction of RASav scores from the
Affymetrix GeneChip1 using heterozygous individuals generates an accurate estimate of allele frequencies and we can
expect this to apply to other platforms on which DNA pooling
is possible. Such correction is therefore desirable but two
things confound the investigator trying to use this method.
First, rarer SNPs for which k-correction is more important
are also those least likely to be heterozygous. Second, multiple
measures of the heterozygous fluorescence score are required
for accurate correction. The Affymetrix 100K Mapping Set
contains 35 312 SNPs with a minor allele frequency of <0.1,
which is about 30% of the entire chip, and it is likely that chips
from other manufacturers will be similar. One can expect to
type 10 individuals to find just one heterozygous value for an
SNP with a minor allele frequency of 0.1, but to be 99% sure
requires the genotyping of 24 individuals. At least six heterozygotes are needed to reduce the standard error to <0.02,
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but even this requires 69 individual genotypes. For a more
stringent standard error of 0.01, sampling at least 20 heterozygotes would be required, which would need 171 extra chip
genotypings, and for rarer SNPs the numbers rise rapidly.
Fortunately, the allele frequency estimate is quite robust to
the estimates of the correction factor (data not shown), and
even one heterozygote score is better than none. Nevertheless,
this means that any investigator attempting to use DNA
microarrays for DNA pooling faces the dilemma of ignoring
the effect of differential hybridization on the test statistic or
adding several hundreds of thousands of dollars to the project.
A solution to this problem is a central collection of individual
heterozygous genotype results. This is possible because the markers used are a fixed set in a standardized system with replicable
results (6), and any investigator using DNA microarrays will
therefore generate useful k-correction data as a by-product.
For example, the output from microarrays used for linkage or
loss of heterozygosity studies in which the genotype call data is
collected, but for which the fluorescence data is discarded by the
investigator, falls into this category. Data from different laboratories can be merged and used to correct allele frequency estimates. We have therefore designed a central resource at http://
cogent.iop.kcl.ac.uk/rcorrection.cogx for the accumulation of
heterozygous fluorescence scores from such experiments.
Data available for download includes SNP identity, map
position, current estimate of the calibration factor, variance
of the calibration factor and the number of heterozygous individuals contributing to the factor, for each marker. The website
can currently handle data for the Affymetrix 10K Mapping
GeneChip1 Array versions 1.0 and 2.0 and the new 100K
Mapping Set, but in principle this resource could be used
for any standard chipset for which DNA pooling is possible.
This means that an excellent estimate of the heterozygous
fluorescence score and therefore calibration factor for
k-correction can be obtained even for rare SNPs, and this
will steadily improve with time. Such a resource could not
easily exist before the advent of DNA microarray technology
because the marker sets used by investigators, and the platforms used for genotyping, were all variable.
This resource will significantly assist those planning
association studies by DNA pooling, and will also allow the
accurate estimation of population allele frequencies, quickly,
easily and cheaply.
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